Advertisement for the post of Project fellow

Applications are invited on plain paper along with detailed CV from highly research motivated candidates for the position of one purely temporary Project Fellow in CRS Project of UGC DAE CSR, Indore Center entitled “In-situ exchange bias study of magnetic nanocaps deposited onto self-assembled polystyrene nanospheres”. The candidate working under above project will have to visit UGC-DAE CSR Indore for performing experiments. The details of position and minimum qualifications are as follows:

**Name of Post:** Project Fellow (PF)

**Essential Qualifications:** M.Sc. in Physics/ Applied physics/Material science with a minimum of 60% marks.

**Amount of fellowship:** Rs. 14,000/ per month + HRA (as per rules). If the selected student has M.Sc. with NET-JRF/GATE, 25000/ per month + HRA.

**Duration of the project:** This project is sanctioned presently for one year, but it may be extended on year basis subject to a total period of three years.

**Last Date of Application:** 3rd June 2016

**How to apply:** Interested candidates who fulfill the above conditions may send their applications through post or e-mail on plain paper mentioning their personal (e-mail, mobile no.) and academic information to the following address:

Dr. Anupam Sharma
Principal Investigator (PI)
Assistant Professor
Department of Physics
Manipal University Jaipur
Dehni Kalan, Jaipur-303 007,
Rajasthan, India.
Contact No.: +91 141 3999100 (Extn: 277), Mob. 09602754827, 9425860675
Email: anupam.sharma@jaipur.manipal.edu, anupamsr@gmail.com

**General Terms and Conditions**

1. The candidates will be short listed for the interview based on merit and will be informed via e-mail. Mere fulfilling the minimum qualifications will not entitle the candidate for being called for interview. The decision of the selection committee will be final in this regards.

2. Candidates shortlisted for interview should appear in person with originals of degree certificates (one set of Xerox) and date of birth proof along with any other relevant information (e.g. experience certificate, copies of publications if any, awards, recommendations letters etc.).

3. The above fellowship is purely temporary and will terminate automatically without any notice or compensation on termination of the research scheme and the research student shall have no claim of appointment / absorption in UGC – DAE CSR. An undertaking to the effect must be given by the student at the time of joining, if selected.

4. The selected individual may be assigned to perform any other duties time to time commensurate with his/her qualifications.

5. No TA/DA is admissible for attending the interview or at the time of joining the post.
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